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Abstract

Simulation models are usually built in an objective-driven context. Capturing the relation-

ship between a model and its context is a key issue in Modeling and Simulation (M&S). A bet-

ter driving of the M&S life cycle requires the objectives, assumptions and constraints in

disguise behind this relationship to be explicit. A sound systemic-based foundation is provided

here to achieve this goal in a clear abstract form. To this end, we give a thorough development

to the concept of experimental frames introduced by the DEVS framework, and we erect a

specification hierarchy. An application to fire spreading is shown. This work points out several

benefits: firstly, it becomes easier to capture and to manipulate some M&S fundamental and

advanced concepts, and then to enhance our understanding about them. Secondly, a signifi-

cant improvement is gained in the M&S process by systematically accompanying the specifi-

cation of the system with the specification of the context. Lastly, the formal framework, with

both system and context specification hierarchies, provides a methodological guide to the

modeling process.
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1. Introduction

In the traditional M&S process, model building is done by specifying the abstrac-

tion retained to describe the system under study [9,16], without conducting simulta-

neously the same process for the context in which the system is studied. Yet, the
validity of the model can be measured only in this context. Since a model is mean-

ingless without its context, a sound M&S enterprise must drive the specification of

both the model of the source system and of a companion model of the context of

the study. Creating a model for the context is not a current practice in M&S. Which

factors can characterize a context? According to [8], there is no agreed framework for

these factors. There are similarities between the acts of specifying a model for a real

system and that of specifying a context: only the most significant factors are retained

and described. However, there is a common agreement to recognize that a model of
context must make explicit at least the underlying objectives, assumptions and con-

straints of the study [6,8,17]. Such a specification makes it possible to identify models

that may be relevant for (re-)use within a given context. Conversely, a given model

can be checked for compatibility with various contexts. A formal framework in

which contexts can be specified in their clear abstract forms can provide a powerful

means to manipulate this compatibility concept and others that come under the

model-context duality. The benefit of the present work is to provide a sound basis

for such a framework.
The separation of concerns between a model and its simulator [25] is known to be

a fundamental principle in the M&S process. We have formalized a similar separa-

tion between a model and its context, as a systematic part of the M&S process. The

chosen approach is rooted in systems theory, the DEVS formalism, and the experi-

mental frame methodology introduced by the multifaceted modeling and simulation

framework [22,23,25]. The specification hierarchy introduced to this end provides an

operational formulation of objectives, assumptions and constraints that govern any

simulation modeling effort. As far as we know, few research works have dealt with
this concern [7,12] and none with a general formalization like those provided by the

work in progress [18,19].

Section 2 presents the modeling and simulation framework and emphasizes

the process of translating the system/context pair into a model/frame pair, and

then into a simulator/experimenter pair when necessary. The frame specification

hierarchy is developed in Section 3 through three levels. It is applied to a fire

spreading simulation, whose specification and visual results are presented in Section

4. A discussion is provided in Section 5 and concluding comments are given in
Section 6.
2. Modeling and simulation framework

The System-Model-Simulator (SMS) view is a well-accepted framework in the

M&S community. The SMS view defines the System, the Model and the Simulator

as the key entities of the M&S enterprise. The two most fundamental relationships
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that exists between them are the modeling and the simulation relations [25]. While

the modeling relation refers to the degree at which the Model faithfully represents

the System, the simulation relation refers to the principle of separation of concerns

between design and implementation levels. The Experimental Frame (EF) concept

has been introduced to catch the set of circumstances under which a system is to
be observed or a model is to be subjected to experimentation [22,23,25]. Since mod-

eling is recognized to be context-driven, how can we accurately and unambiguously

understand the models� contextual dependencies? Moreover, how can we symboli-

cally reason about model and context matching? Our answer is that both models

and contexts must be described formally, and we suggest that the context be entirely

modeled by EF.

2.1. Frame concept

Experimental Frames have been defined according to the following principle:

‘‘Any data gathering/reduction (statistics, performance measurements, etc.) or

behavioral control (initialization, termination, etc.) that is conceptually not carried

out in the real system should not be placed within its model but rather formulated

as part of the experimental frame. Conversely, any dynamic structure that is sup-

posed to correspond to mechanisms existing in the real system should be placed with-

in the model’’ [23]. Hence, an EF is a system that should interact with a model (or a
source system), to produce the data of interest under specified conditions. It should

be remembered that the EF only specifies a family of experimentations to be done,

not any particular one.

An EF is given in [23, pp. 210–211] as a structure hT, I,C,O,XI,XC,SUi, where T
is a time base, I is the set of input variables, C is the set of run control variables, O

is the set of output variables, XI is the set of admissible input event segment, XC is

the set of admissible control event segments, and SU is the summary mapping of all

the IO (Input/Output) pairs observed within the frame. Two formulations have
been proposed to be able to equally interpret the EF concept as governing exper-

imentation on a real system or on a model: a generation mode and an acceptance

mode:

• In the generation mode, the set of admissible input segments for the model is real-

ized by a generator that generates an output segment belonging to XI when started

from a suitable state and run for a desired observation interval.

• In the acceptance mode, the real system is naturally fed by real data from which
the experimental frame must select those of interest. This selection is realized by

an acceptor that accepts or not data taken from its inputs (e.g. by generating an

output value equal to ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’).

In both cases, the mapping of output variables into outcome measures (summary

mapping) is performed by a transducer. Also, an acceptor is used to check the values

of the run control variables. Those respecting the experimentation constraints

defined by XC are accepted, the others are refused.
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2.2. Dual relationship between models and frames

Due to this double consideration of generation and acceptance mode for the

same definition, the EF wording is ambiguous, since it may refer to fairly different

things in the M&S process. We suggest to adopt a general concept of frame as
presented in Fig. 1. A system is considered under a specific context, and then mod-

eled for specific objectives. An operational formulation of these objectives is often

done by a mapping of observed measures (i.e., inputs and outputs of the isolated

part of the system) into outcome measures (i.e., measures of the effectiveness of a

system in accomplishing its goal). There are many interpretations of outcome mea-

sures, hence many equally valid views of such a mapping. Therefore, a frame may

refer to

• The way a real system is observed, and then specified by the set of features that are

used to proceed in this way. Such a component (usually referred as EF in accep-

tance mode) must be applied to a system to produce the expected results.

• The way a model is experimented with, and then specified by the set of mecha-

nisms that are performed to drive experiments. Such a specification (usually

referred as EF in generation mode) must be implemented into a software compo-

nent, which in turn must be coupled with a model�s simulator to generate outcome

measures.
• The circumstances under which a model is a valid representation of a real system

[2], and then specified by the set of conditions that dictate this validity. This

specification must be subject to checking and proving processes [5] to assess
Modeling
relation

Source 
system

Context 

Frame 

Model

Experimenter 

Simulator 

Simulation
relation

Entry for model 
checkers and 

theorem provers

Symbolic verification
and validation

Fig. 1. Framework for M&S.
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compatibility of models with it (e.g., completeness of model specification as

regard to expected goals, legitimacy of use of model in the context specified by

the frame, . . .).
• The way a model has to be used in a simulation-based problem-solving environ-

ment, and then being specified by the prescriptive algorithm of the solution. In a
simulation-based optimization scheme, the model�s simulator is repeatedly run

with input values provided by an optimization algorithm (e.g., taboo search,

branch-and-bound, greedy algorithms, genetic methods, gradient methods . . .)
and the results of these successive simulations feed back the algorithm for the

research of a local optimum.

• The way a model is intended to be integrated in large scale model building, then

being specified by the structure of the integrating environment (including simula-

tors, data bases, . . .).

Fig. 1 depicts the framework that takes into account these equally valid views. In

addition to the separation of concerns advocated by the framework of [25], a clear

distinction is made between the following three levels of abstraction: (1) the context

of the study, (2) its specification as a frame, and (3) its implementation (when

needed) for coupling with a simulator. As mentioned previously, sometimes, only

symbolic reasoning is required for the frame. In that case, the specification can be

used as an entry for formal tools (model checkers and theorem provers). In other
cases, a software component is expected to implement the frame. What is called

Experimenter in Fig. 1 is the programming entity capable of obeying the instructions

of the frame and generating behavior. Separating the experimenter from the frame

provides similar benefits to separating a model from a simulator: the same frame ex-

pressed in a formalism may be executed by different experimenters, thus opening the

way for interoperability and portability.

Once this framework is adopted, we address a formal specification of frame for

both symbolic reasoning and a clear simulation relation.
3. Frame specification

The frame�s formalization benefits from the DEVS hierarchy for systems specifi-

cation. At each level of specification, more knowledge is revealed than at lower lev-

els. One consequence of the dual relationship between models and frames is that each

level of this hierarchy must produce at least a dual specification of any knowledge
that was revealed for the model at the corresponding level of the model specification

hierarchy. For this purpose, we adopt a systemic point of view, where the system to

model is the whole problem under study, not only the source system. Then, a plug-in

approach is used to separate the specification of the source system from the specifi-

cation of the frame. With this approach, the lowest level of frame specification de-

picts the frame�s interface. The next level depicts the behavior expected within the

frame. The last level details the frame�s inner structure. These specification levels
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provide a means to get an operational formulation at least of the objectives, assump-

tions and constraints of the context.

3.1. Frame interface

Let us consider the whole problem to study as a system that aggregates the source

system and the context of the study. If a model of such a system is conveniently built,

it must necessarily involve a specification of the model of the source system, inter-

mingled with a specification of the frame. The idea behind the plug-in approach is

that we can infer the specification of the frame from the specification of the whole

problem, by performing a kind of ‘‘model subtraction’’ like: frame = ‘‘model of

the whole problem’’—‘‘model of the source system’’. To picture this approach,

one can represent the whole problem as a circuit board built around a processor
(i.e. the source system here), and then one plugs out the processor. Then, the remain-

ing card depicts the frame, the idle connectors of which indicates that inputs and

outputs are expected from a missing component.

It is noteworthy to mention that the inputs and outputs which are expected from

the model, are also parts of the frame: the inputs for the model are a subset of the

frame�s outputs, and the outputs for the model are a subset of the frame�s inputs. In-
deed, these inputs and outputs form an interface to which both the model and the

frame must adhere. The combination of generator, acceptor and transducer pre-
sented in [23] is nothing but a specific case of the type of frame that can be really

built. A frame can be a more complex combination of components, which eventually

feed back each other, and which in turn are coupled networks in their own right. Fig.

2 illustrates the architecture of a frame as suggested by such an approach.

At the lower level of frame specification, we define the Frame Interface as a

structure

FI ¼ hT ; IM; IE;OM;OEi;
where

T is a time base,

IM is the set of Frame-to-Model input variables, the plug-in input set,
Frame inner structure 

Frame-to-Model 
inputs Frame 

inputs 
Frame 
outputs

Model-to-Frame
outputs

Fig. 2. Frame interface.
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IE is the set of Frame input variables, the control input set,

OM is the set of Model-to-Frame output variables, the plug-in output set,

OE is the set of Frame output variables, the summary set.
3.2. Frame behavior

What should be done when a model is placed in some given circumstances? There

is a need to specify the behavior of the corresponding frame. The DEVS specification

hierarchy [25] provides two levels for specifying the functional behavior of a system:

level 1 depicts the Input Output Relation Observation (IORO), i.e. the timed-indexed

IO pairs collected from the system; level 2 depicts the Input Output Function Obser-
vation (IOFO), i.e. the mapping of any input to a unique output depending on the

state in which the system was when the input occurred. In the case of frame specifi-

cation, the knowledge provided by the IORO level is meaningless, since the data

pairs observed within a frame depend on the source system under observation. In-

deed, the same context can be applied to different source systems, and also different

contexts can be applied to the same source system. On the other hand, the IOFO

knowledge is quite adequate to specify how the frame outputs are mapped to its in-

puts. This knowledge is based on the assumptions that the plugged model behaves as
expected. Such assumptions could be characterized in terms of pre- and post-

conditions.

At that stage of frame specification, we define a frame as a structure

FB ¼ hT ; IM; IE;OM;OE;XM;XE;XC; SUi;
where

T, IM, IE, OM, and OE are defined as above,

XM is the set of admissible input segments for the plug-in component, the plug-in

input constraints set (a subset of all time segments over the cross-product IM
variables),

XE is the set of admissible input segments for the experimentation control, the

plug-in input constraints set (a subset of all time segments over the cross-product

of IE variables),

XC is the set of admissible output segments expected from the plug-in component,
the plug-in output constraints set (a subset of all time segments over the cross-

product OM variables),

SU is the summary mapping, i.e. the set of pre- and post-conditions that maps the

control input set to the summary set depending on the plug-in inputs and outputs.

While the frame interface specification tells us what criteria are focused upon, the

frame behavior specification tells us how the final results of the study are obtained or

what conditions should be verified to agree to the use of a given model within the
current context. This later specification can be used at a conceptual level for checking

and reasoning, or be more detailed for implementation and coupling with software

components.
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3.3. Frame system

Level 3 and level 4 of the DEVS specification hierarchy bring more details to the

structure and the behavior of a system: level 3 gives the Input Output System (IOS),

i.e. the state-to-state transition that governs the behavior of the system and the out-
puts that are generated by each state; level 4 gives the Coupled Network (CN), i.e.

the hierarchical decomposition of the system into coupled components. Our plug-

in approach implicitly suggests that we focus on the hierarchical decomposition of

a frame (CN level) rather than its atomic representation (IOS level). Then, the third

(and last level) of frame specification characterizes the networked structure of a

frame, as illustrated in Fig. 3.

We define a frame system as a structure

FS ¼ hT ; IM; IE;OM;OE;XM;XE;XC;D; fCd; d 2 Dg;
CPIC;EICC;POCC;CEOC;CCCi;

where

T, IM, IE, OM, OE, XM, XE, and XC are defined as above,

D is a set of component names, the control components set,
Cd is a model for each d 2 D,

CPIC is the Control-to-Plug-in-Input coupling {(d, j), (ES, i)/i 2 IM,d 2 D,

j 2 Outputs(d)},

EICC is the External-Input-to-Control coupling {(ES, i), (d, j)/i 2 IE,d 2 D,

j 2 Inputs(d)},

POCC is the Plug-in Output-to-Control coupling {(ES, i), (d, j)/i 2 OM,d 2 D,

j 2 Inputs(d)},

CEOC is the Control-to-External-Output coupling {(d, j), (ES, i)/i 2 OE,d 2 D,
j 2 Outputs(d)},

CCC is the Control-to-Control coupling {(d, i), (e, j)/i 2 Outputs(d),d 2 D,

e 2 D, j 2 Inputs(e)}.
IE OE

IM OM

Frame components
EICC CE CEOC

CCC

POCC 
CPIC 

Fig. 3. Frame system.
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3.4. Abstract experimenters

The simulation relation presented in Fig. 1 suggests the building of an experi-

menter. We have previously mentioned the cases in which such a component is

needed. An experimenter is for a frame what a simulator is for a model. In the DEVS
framework, coupled models are assigned to coordinators and atomic models have

their own simulators. All simulators and coordinators adhere to a generic message

protocol that allows them to coordinate with each other to execute the simulation.

Assignment of coordinators and simulators follows the lines of the hierarchical

model structure. Simulators are associated with the leaves of the hierarchical model,

and coordinators are assigned to the successive inner nodes of the hierarchy, until the

top of the tree is reached. The tree is handled by a root coordinator in charge of

initiating the simulation cycles. Abstract schemes have been defined in [25] to char-
acterize what simulators and coordinators have to do.

Let us introduce the concept of framed model as being the coupling between a

model and a frame. This is a model that results from an adequate connection of

the inputs and outputs of the model with the plug-in outputs and plug-in inputs

of the frame. To map coherently this coupled model onto a hierarchical simulator,

we map the model onto its own simulator and the frame onto its own experimenter,

and an experimenter coordinator is used to coordinate the experimenter with the

simulator. Moreover, the experimenter adheres to the same generic message proto-
col. Fig. 4 shows the principle of such a mapping, which remains consistent since

the experimenter coordinator is also a DEVS coordinator. Then, all coordinators,

experimenters and simulators are indistinguishable from superior coordinators

(due to space limitations, we do not present here the algorithms we have defined

for the abstract experimenter and experimenter coordinator, both in discrete-event

and discrete time cases).
4. Application

Here, the formal framework defined so far, is used in a fire spreading application.

Fires are economic, ecological and human catastrophes. Especially as we know that
Frame Coupled or atomic
model

Framed model 

Root coordinator 

Experimenter
Simulator or
coordinator 

Experimenter 
coordinator 

Fig. 4. Mapping a framed model onto a hierarchical simulator.
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present rising of wild land surfaces and climate warming will increase forest fires

[13,20]. Modeling such a huge and complex phenomenon obviously leads to simula-

tion performances over design problems. To give real-time advice for fire fighters,

fire spreading simulators have to predict further fire spreading positions quicker than

the actual fire propagates. To improve the precision of current fire spread models,
models from physics are currently used. However, the precision of these models

make them difficult to be simulated under real-time constraints. Moreover, fire

spread complexity requires increasing refinements of model specifications, depending

on the simulation results. Thus, developing effective fire spread models remains a

challenge for research.

Fire spreading simulation is usually performed through cellular simulation mod-

els. To reduce execution times of these models, a new method called Dynamic Struc-

ture Cellular Automata (DSCA) [3,14], based on modeling formalisms for dynamic
structure systems [4], has been recently designed. While traditional Cellular Auto-

mata (CA) compute even non active cells, DSCA only concentrate the simulation

on the active ones. We compare here execution times of both DSCA and CA Fire

Spread Models (FSM) against actual fire propagation times. Moreover, outputs of

both models are guaranteed to be the same thanks to an error calculation. The Fire

Spread Experimental Frame (FSEF) used to specify influences of both fire spread

simulation models allows us to achieve these comparisons, as well as to improve

the modeling process.

4.1. Fire spread study model

Fig. 5 sketches the Fire Spread Study Model (FSSM). Both CA and DSCA hold

four ports: the ‘‘water’’, ‘‘wind’’, and ‘‘ignition’’ input ports (for the external events

able to affect fire spreading) and the ‘‘domain temperatures’’ output port. The FSEF

interacts with the FSM through these ports, using a generator to simulate external

events, and a transducer to convert the output domain temperatures to be displayed.
Also, according to the execution time of the model under test, an acceptor validates

or invalidates the simulation by sending a Boolean value on its ‘‘yes/no’’ output port.

Both CA and DSCA can be easily interchanged in the FSSM.

4.2. Fire spread models

We use the mathematical fire spread model already validated and presented in [1].

In this model, a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) represents the temperature of
each cell. A CA is obtained after discretizing the PDE. Using the finite difference

method leads to the following algebraic equation:

T kþ1
i;j ¼ aðT k

i�1;j þ T k
iþ1;jÞ þ bðT k

i;j�1 þ T k
i;jþ1Þ þ crv;0e

�aðt�tigÞ þ dT k
i;j;

where Tij is the grid node temperature. The coefficients a, b, c, and d depend on the

time step and mesh size considered, t is the real time, tig the real ignition time (the

time the cell is ignited) and rm,0 is the initial combustible mass. Fig. 6 depicts a sim-

plified temperature curve of a cell in the domain. We consider that above a threshold
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Fig. 5. Fire Spread Study Model.
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Fig. 6. Simplified temperature curve of cells� behavior.
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temperature Tig the combustion occurs and below a Tf temperature the combustion

is finished. The end of the real curve is purposely neglected to save simulation time.

Four states corresponding to each cell�s behavior are defined from these assump-

tions. A cell has states ‘‘unburned’’, ‘‘heating’’, ‘‘onFire’’ and ‘‘burned’’. More
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details and specifications of both CA and DSCA are provided in [14]. A correspond-

ing simulator is presented in [15].

4.3. Fire spread experimental frame specification

We give hereafter, the complete specification of the FSEF, using the formal

framework in a context of experimentation. Then, an experimenter has been built

for the frame which structure is described above

FSEF ¼ hT ; IM; IE;OM;OE;XM;XE;XC;D; fCd; d 2 Dg;
CPIC; EICC; POCC; CEOC; CCCi;

where

T ¼ @,
IM = {wind,water, ignition},

IE = {start/stop},

OM = {domain temperatures},

OE = {execution time, error}, where error indicates the average error between the

CA and DSCA output domain temperatures,
XM = {(w, t)/t 2 htinit, tendi}, with w 2 {(data type, data value, cell coordinates)}

XE = {(start, tinit), (stop, tend)},

XC = {error < e,texecution < treal propagation}, where e is a threshold under which the

simulation can be accepted,

texecution indicates the execution time, and

treal propagation indicates the actual fire propagation times,

D = {Gen, Trans, Acc},

CPIC = {((Gen, data), (FSEF, data))}
EICC = {((FSEF, start/stop), (Gen, start/stop))}

POCC = {((FSEF,domain temperatures), (Trans, domain temperatures))}

CEOC = {((Trans, execution time), (FSEF,execution time)), ((Trans, error), (FSE-

F,error)), ((Acc,yes/no), (FSEF,yes/no))}

CCC = {((Gen,data), (Trans,data)), ((Trans, execution time), (Acc, execution

time)), ((Trans, error), (Acc, error))}

Gen, Trans and Acc are DTSS atomic models [25], i.e., structures: Cd =
hXd,Qd,Yd,dd,kdi, where Xd is the set of input values, Yd is the set of output values,

Qd is the set of states, dd : Qd · Xd ! Qd is the transition function, and kd : Qd ! Yd

is the output function.

4.4. Simulation process

The whole simulation is performed using a discrete time basis. This means that at

every time step of the simulation, transition and output functions of the atomic mod-
els of the FSSM are activated. A Simulation is started by sending a ‘‘start’’ message

on the start/stop port of the generator. Receiving this event, the Generator�s
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transition function dG changes the model�s phase to ‘‘active’’ and sends a first igni-

tion to the model. At each time step, the Transducer�s transition function dT saves

the ‘‘domain temperatures’’ and calculates the error using the output file of the pre-

viously simulated model, when available (e.g. the DSCA FSM if the CA model is

being simulated). The simulation time ‘‘tsim’’ is then compared to the simulation time
‘‘tend’’ corresponding to the end of the simulation. When the simulation ends, the

transition function dT saves the execution time ‘‘texecution’’, and the output function

kT sends two messages to the Acceptor and the FSEF. One of them contains the

error result, and is sent through the ‘‘error’’ port. The other one contains the total

execution time, and is sent though the ‘‘execution time’’ port. The Acceptor is de-

voted to check the values received on its ports at each time step. If the ‘‘error’’ is

greater than a certain threshold e defined by the user, or if the total execution time

‘‘texecution’’ is greater than the actual fire propagation time ‘‘treal propagation’’, the ‘‘yes/
no’’ variable takes a ‘‘no’’ value to invalidate the simulation.

4.5. Results

During fire spreading, flying brands ignite new unburned parts of land away from

the fire. This is an important cause of fire spreading. Fig. 7 represents a case of multi-

ignitions during the simulation. Both outputs of the DSCA and CA FSM are the

same. The simulation starts with one ignition in the center of the propagation do-
main. Then, at time t = 7 s, a second ignition occurs at the top right corner of the

propagation domain. Finally, at t = 12 s, two new ignitions occur at the right and

left bottom of the propagation domain. The last picture shows the multiple fire front

positions at t = 70 s.

Fig. 8 compares execution times of both DSCA and CA Fire Spread Models,

against actual fire propagation times. Simulations have been performed using a

500 MHz Pentium III processor. Validation and invalidation results of the FSEF�s
Acceptor are written as ‘‘yes’’ and ‘‘no’’ on the curves. CA execution times are def-
initely too long to give real-time advice for fire fighters. DSCA ones are valid up to

75,000 cells. Above this threshold, DSCA simulation is invalidated too by the

FSEF�s Acceptor.

Keeping the same FSEF, both DSCA and CA FSM can be easily tested by

looking at the Acceptor�s output value at the end of the simulations. Both models

provide the same fire front positions, but the CA never meets the real time deadline
Fig. 7. Fire ignitions and propagation.
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requirements. For a high number of cells, the DSCA simulation has been invalidated

too. However, for a very high number of cells, parallel simulation techniques using

this well optimized simulation have already provided promising results [11].

The greatest advantage in using the formal framework relates to the clarity of

model definitions and specifications. The FSEF definition guided us to specify what

is intrinsic to the FSM and what is external to these models. Moreover, using the

specification of FSEF has undoubtedly reduced development and testing times, even

if no quantitative measures are available to attest this fact. Reusability has also been
improved, since the FSEF can be reused to test other fire spread models. Also, var-

ious other frames can be defined to study various FSM properties (e.g. accuracy, reli-

ability, etc.).
5. Discussion

This application has shown a contribution in describing the use of an experimen-
tal frame to the fire-spread dynamics. However, the formal framework can be ex-

tended to other applications. To a great extent, the idea of frame can even be

used to catch the structure and the behavior of a model that has more than one

abstraction layer. In this case, a lower abstraction layer can be seen as a model,

the context of which is defined in the next higher abstraction layer. Such a case often

appears in business work flow simulation [10,21], where a business process flow is

modeled as entities moving within and among organizations, and business processes

are the activities of an organization. This usually leads to a hierarchical model
describing the business process network at the top level, and underlying business

processes (at lower levels) which, in turns, may also be modeled to express local area

details. The frame concept can be used to model the process of running a business

process, as well as to model the process of executing the entire work flow. Also,
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distributed systems often exhibit situations where there is a need to model a model

that includes multiple abstraction layers, especially when human decision making

is involved. The frame can be defined as modeling the process of inferring decisions

from the execution of a model that represents the underlying resource used by a deci-

sion maker (e.g., endomorphic agent [24]), while also being used to catch the whole

context in which the distributed system is studied.

An important issue linked to this formal framework is the applicability of frames

to models. It relates to the legitimacy of coupling a model with a frame. A natural
way to do such a coupling is to consider pairs of specifications at equivalent levels

of specification, as suggested by Fig. 9. An applicability relationship holding between

a frame and a model that are specified at equivalent levels, must imply the same thing

at lower levels. The theoretical aspects of applicability (and derivability) have been

introduced in [25]. The formal framework proposed here concretizes its operational

aspects.
6. Conclusion

By formalizing frames, we have defined a basis for specifying the context in which

simulation models are built or called up. Extending the principle of separation of

concerns to the context level, we have defined a formal framework for capturing

the model-context duality, then opening the way to specification and symbolic

manipulation of some fundamental concepts of the M&S process. Hence, we can

enhance our understanding of these concepts and then improve our approach to
model building and verification. This formal framework has been used in a fire

spreading application. It has shown that the development and the testing processes

are facilitated, and that the specifications are improved with regard to clarity and

manipulability.
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The plug-in-based view does not formally forbid the specification of a frame in the

shape of an atomic model. We suggest that such a specification should be obtained

by the counterpart specification of the frame structure at the IOS level. This excludes

from our work the case of non decomposable frames.

The next step in this work is the integration of formal methods for the specifica-
tion of models and frames (especially at the frame behavior specification level), so as

to allow formal verification of model consistency, model composability and re-use,

and model validity, by the means of model checkers and theorem provers.
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